Enhancing the reactivity of nickel(II) in hydrogen evolution reactions (HERs) by β-hydrogenation of porphyrinoid ligands†
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Fine-tuning of the porphyrin β-periphery is important for naturally occurring metal tetrapyrroles to exert diverse biological roles. Here we describe how this approach is also applied to design molecular catalysts, as exemplified by Ni(ii) porphyrinoids catalyzing the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). We found that β-hydrogenation of porphyrin remarkably enhances the electrocatalytic HER reactivity (turnover frequencies of 6287 vs. 265 s⁻¹ for Ni(ii) chlorin (Ni-2) and porphyrin (Ni-1), and of 1737 vs. 342 s⁻¹ for Ni(ii) hydroxoporpholaetone (Ni-4) and porpholaetone (Ni-3), respectively) using trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) as the proton source. DFT calculations suggested that after two-electron reduction, β-hydrogenation renders more electron density located on the Ni center and thus prefers to generate a highly reactive nickel hydride intermediate. To demonstrate this, decamethylcobaltocene Co(Cp)₃ was used as a chemical reductant. [Ni-2]²⁻ reacts ca. 30 times faster than [Ni-1]²⁻ with TFA, which is in line with the electrocatalysis and computational results. Thus, such subtle structural changes inducing the distinctive reactivity of Ni(ii) not only test the fundamental understanding of natural Ni tetrapyrroles but also provide a valuable clue to design metal porphyrinoid catalysts.

Introduction

Fine-tuning of the porphyrin β-periphery is important for naturally occurring metal tetrapyrroles, which display broad structural similarity, to exert diverse biological functions. As a consequence of theoretical and modeling studies on the structural–electronic–functional relationship, β-hydrogenation of porphyrins attracts much attention for lowering the molecular symmetry and altering the energy level of frontier molecular orbitals by subtle structural changes, especially in mimicking light harvesting antennae, photosensitizers and related optoelectronic materials. In contrast to the tremendous progress in the physicochemical properties, applying the structural insights gained from natural tetrapyrroles to catalysis had been long ignored. In fact, β-modification is of equal importance for metalloenzymes, as exemplified by Ni(iii) tetrapyrrole cofactors found in reductases. These Ni cofactors such as F₄₃₀ coenzymes and tunicchlorin possess either corphin or chlorin, and feature at least one reduced pyrrole, other than protoporphyrin (Fig. 1). The interrupted conjugation arising from the reduced pyrrole(s) renders distortions of the porphyrin ring, a larger binding cavity and a more electron rich Ni center after one or two electron reduction, as revealed by electrochemical studies on β-hydroxy-porphyrin models. Encouraged by these pioneering studies, we herein report the first example showing that β-hydrogenation of porphyrinoids significantly enhances the reactivity of nickel(II) in the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), which demonstrates the importance of bioinspired β-modification in designing molecular catalysts.
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The hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) is a fundamental process in water splitting to produce hydrogen energy as a potential alternative to traditional fossil fuels.\textsuperscript{3e–d} On the route to seek earth-abundant metals to replace noble metals, \textsuperscript{10e–f} nickel(u) complexes of porphyrins have attracted increasing attention due to the combination of the pivotal role of Ni(u) in [NiFe] hydrogenases\textsuperscript{11a,b} and the sophisticated porphyrin chemistry.\textsuperscript{12a–e} Recently Cao and co-workers proposed a one-electron reduction and bimetallic homolysis mechanism based on a Ni(u) porphyrin with \textit{meso}-pentafluoroacetylamine (PFA) substituents.\textsuperscript{14} Noera and co-workers constructed a chiral coordination sphere around the Ni(u) center using a hangman type porphyrin, which demonstrated a hydrogen bond facilitating proton coupled electron transfer process.\textsuperscript{15} More importantly, the same group found a Ni(u) chlorin intermediate during HER, in which a proton was added to the \textit{meso}-carbon appended to the hangman moiety.\textsuperscript{15} The appearance of the chlorin intermediate indicated that it was necessary to investigate the hydroporphyrin with interrupted conjugation.

As part of our continued effort to unravel the effect of β-modification on the functions of porphyrins,\textsuperscript{15a–d} in the present study we report the synthesis, electrochemical characterization and HER activity of nickel complexes of porphyrin (Ni-1), chlorin (Ni-2), porpholactone (Ni-3) and \textit{β}-hydroporpholactone (Ni-4). Importantly, as a result of β-hydrogenation, Ni-2 and Ni-4 exhibited significantly enhanced electrocatalytic HER activity (determined by turnover frequencies, TOFs) which was 24 and 5 times that of the corresponding porphyrin (Ni-1) and porpholactone (Ni-3), respectively. More importantly, DFT calculations suggest that β-hydrogenation renders more electron rich Ni centers in the two-electron reduced [Ni-2]β- and [Ni-4]β- than the analogues [Ni-1]β- and [Ni-3]β-, and thus tends to form active nickel hydride intermediates. This is supported by the titration of trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) to two-electron reduced nickel complexes, in which [Ni-2]β- reacts ca. 30 times faster than [Ni-1]β-. Therefore, this work demonstrates that such a subtle structural modification inspired by nature is instrumental to the observation and investigation of catalytic properties of metal porphyrinoid complexes.

\section*{Results and discussion}

\subsection*{Synthesis and characterization}

In this work, free-base porphyrinoids 1–4 were synthesized in good yields according to the literature.\textsuperscript{16a,17} Nickel complexes (Scheme 1) were prepared by refluxing excess nickel(u) acetate (30 equiv.) with the corresponding porphyrinoid ligands in dimethylformamide (DMF) under a N\textsubscript{2} atmosphere. Four nickel complexes were fully characterized by UV-vis absorption, and \textsuperscript{1H, 19F, 13C-NMR} and HR ESI-MS spectroscopes and spectrometers (ESI). Ni-2 and Ni-4 were diamagnetic for the low spin \textit{d} electronic structure and showed proton signals at 3.93 and 3.77–3.65 ppm, respectively, which can be assigned to the hydropyrrole moiety. Compared to Ni-1 and Ni-3, the \textit{β}-hydrogen analogues Ni-2 and Ni-4 exhibited two bathochromic Q-bands centered at 576 and 565 and 617 or 613 nm in acetonitrile, which is also the characteristic absorption pattern of metal chlorins arising from lower molecular symmetry.

Crystals of Ni-2, Ni-3 and Ni-4 were obtained by slow evaporation of a dichloroethane/n-hexane solution. As shown in Fig. 2, the crystal structure of Ni-2 (CCDC: 1528290)\textsuperscript{†} displays the typical ruffling distortion with the Ni atom centered at the N4 planar squares. Although it is difficult to distinguish the hydropyrrole ring from the other ones due to the symmetry condition of the \textit{I4}2\textit{d} space group, the average pyrrole C–C bond length (C11–C13, 1.346 Å) of Ni-2 is 0.037 Å longer than that of Ni-1 (C11–C13, 1.346 Å).\textsuperscript{13} Similarly, the hydropyrrole ring on Ni-3 (CCDC: 1554494)\textsuperscript{†} can be distinguished through comparison of the C–C bond length with Ni-4 (CCDC: 1554445)\textsuperscript{†} (C1–C(O)2, 1.338 Å and C3–C4, 1.341 Å for Ni-3 and C1–C(O)2, 1.404 Å for Ni-4). In addition, Ni-4 displays the typical ruffling distortion with the Ni-N bond measuring 1.921 Å, however Ni-3 displays a planar construction with a Ni–N bond of 1.950 Å. The shorter Ni–N bond induces steric strain on Ni-4, the release of which is the driving force for easier reduction of the nickel complexes.\textsuperscript{14}

\subsection*{Electrochemistry}

Cyclic voltammograms of Ni complexes in acetonitrile using 0.10 M \textsuperscript{8}Bu\textsubscript{4}NPF\textsubscript{6} as the supporting electrolyte are shown in Fig. S18.† Both Ni-1 and Ni-2 display two distinct reversible one-electron diffusion controlled reductions (–1.27 and –1.83 V for Ni-1, and –1.28 and –1.77 V for Ni-2), referenced to the standard reduction potential of Fe\textsuperscript{3+/2+}. According to previous reports,\textsuperscript{15e,15b} the insertion of an electron deficient oxazolone moiety lowers the energy levels of the ligand LUMOs and thus we could observe the positive shift of the reduction potentials of Ni-3 to Ni-1. However, Ni-4 displayed more negative reduction potentials than Ni-3 (–0.99 and –1.59 V for Ni-3, and –1.14 and –1.74 V for Ni-4), indicating that β-hydrogenation increases the energy levels of LUMOs in porpholactones.

Spectroelectrochemistry of the Ni(u) complexes was performed to monitor the spectral changes during the reduction process. As shown in Fig. 3, one-electron reduction (ca. –1.3 V) of Ni-1 and Ni-2 caused a slight decrease and hypsochromic shift of the Soret and Q bands, suggesting the formation of a formal Ni\textsuperscript{II/I} couple according to previous studies by Savéant\textsuperscript{19},
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\caption{The synthetic procedures for Ni-1, Ni-2, Ni-3 and Ni-4.}
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When they were reduced at 1.85 V, the intensity of the Soret and Q bands decreased with red-shift and an absorption peak centered at 750 nm appeared, indicating that the electrons were delocalized on the macrocycle. Definitive assignment of the electronic structures of Ni complexes will be further discussed in the context of DFT calculations.

**Electrocatalysis hydrogen production**

The HER activities of the four nickel(II) complexes were evaluated by successive cyclic voltammograms in acetonitrile using TFA ($pK_a = 12.7$ in CH$_3$CN) as a proton source. Electrocatalytic production of H$_2$ was confirmed by gas chromatographic analysis, and the faradaic yields of the four complexes were almost above 90% based on the amount of H$_2$ produced (Fig. S21†).

There was no observable decomposition of the Ni complexes during HER, according to LDS (Fig. S22†), TEM (Fig. S23†) and UV-vis absorption spectra (Fig. S26†) of the reaction solution before and after electrolysis. In addition, SEM and EDX (Fig. S25†) of the glassy carbon working electrode before and after the HER reaction showed no nickel film deposition on the electrode and thus exclude the possibility of free Ni(II) ions from the Ni complexes being active species. The HER experiments using the dissolved Ni(II) salts of Ni(OTf)$_2$ (Fig. S24†) showed a relatively high overpotential and low catalytic activity, thus we excluded the possibility of the dissolved Ni(II) salts being active intermediates.

In the presence of TFA, an S-shaped irreversible catalytic response for proton reduction triggered at ca. $1.80$ V was observed for the four nickel complexes, as shown in Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 4c and S19† Ni-I reached its maximum turnover frequency when it was applied with 180 mM TFA (Fig. S19†). Here, we roughly estimated the maximum TOF of 265 s$^{-1}$ using eqn (1) in the ESI† for Ni-I from the ratio of the maximum catalytic current $i_{cat}$ to the peak current $i_{p}(i_{cat}/i_{p})$ with TFA (180

---

Brückner and others. When ca. $1.85$ V was applied, the Soret and Q bands of [Ni-I]$^{2-}$ decreased in intensity, accompanied by the appearance of two broad bands at 621 and 850 nm, thus indicating the formation of a typical porphyrinic dianion. For [Ni-II]$^{2-}$, the broad band centered at 752 nm is assigned to the porphyrin π-anion radical. This assignment is also supported in the context of DFT calculation results. For the porpholactone analogues Ni-3 and Ni-4, it is difficult to distinguish the electronic structures from the UV-vis spectra. When they were reduced at ca. $1.2$ or $1.85$ V, the intensity of the Soret and Q bands decreased with red-shift and an absorption peak centered at 750 nm appeared, indicating that the electrons were delocalized on the macrocycle. Definitive assignment of the electronic structures of Ni complexes will be further discussed in the context of DFT calculations.

**Electrocatalysis hydrogen production**

The HER activities of the four nickel(II) complexes were evaluated by successive cyclic voltammograms in acetonitrile using TFA ($pK_a = 12.7$ in CH$_3$CN) as a proton source. Electrocatalytic production of H$_2$ was confirmed by gas chromatographic analysis, and the faradaic yields of the four complexes were almost above 90% based on the amount of H$_2$ produced (Fig. S21†).

There was no observable decomposition of the Ni complexes during HER, according to LDS (Fig. S22†), TEM (Fig. S23†) and UV-vis absorption spectra (Fig. S26†) of the reaction solution before and after electrolysis. In addition, SEM and EDX (Fig. S25†) of the glassy carbon working electrode before and after the HER reaction showed no nickel film deposition on the electrode and thus exclude the possibility of free Ni(III) ions from the Ni complexes being active species. The HER experiments using the dissolved Ni(II) salts of Ni(OTf)$_2$ (Fig. S24†) showed a relatively high overpotential and low catalytic activity, thus we excluded the possibility of the dissolved Ni(II) salts being active intermediates.

In the presence of TFA, an S-shaped irreversible catalytic response for proton reduction triggered at ca. $1.80$ V was observed for the four nickel complexes, as shown in Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 4c and S19† Ni-I reached its maximum turnover frequency when it was applied with 180 mM TFA (Fig. S19†). Here, we roughly estimated the maximum TOF of 265 s$^{-1}$ using eqn (1) in the ESI† for Ni-I from the ratio of the maximum catalytic current $i_{cat}$ to the peak current $i_{p}(i_{cat}/i_{p})$ with TFA (180
mM). Surprisingly, Ni-2 displayed significantly enhanced catalytic reactivity up to a maximum TOF of 6287 s⁻¹ (ca. 24 times greater than that of Ni-1) when the concentration of TFA reached 460 mM. Similar enhancement of the HER reactivity (Fig. S19†) but to a lesser extent was observed by comparison of Ni-3 and Ni-4, in which the latter exhibited a TOF (1737 s⁻¹) almost 5 times greater than that of Ni-3 (342 s⁻¹). The values of the TOF have also been confirmed by the FOWA method (Fig. S27†), which states that the β-hydrogenation of the pyrrole ring enhances the reactivities of the nickel porphyrinoid, with the TOF of Ni-2 > Ni-1, and Ni-4 > Ni-3. It is worth noting that replacement of the β-lactone moiety results in comparable reactivity to the porphyrin analogue (Ni-1 vs. Ni-3) but much lower reactivity than the chlorin complex (Ni-2 vs. Ni-4). Thus, these results clearly demonstrate that β-hydrogenation of porphyrin or porpholactone can remarkably enhance catalytic HER reactivity.

With the plateau current of the catalytic S-shaped voltammograms appearing at the second reduction peak of the nickel complexes, we considered that the electrochemical–electrochemical–chemical–chemical (EECC) mechanism (pathway A) might be the most plausible mechanism (Scheme 2). However other reaction pathways cannot be excluded. The catalytic onset can appear at the first reduction wave with a stronger acid such as methysulfonic acid (MsOH) (Fig. S28†). In this situation the acid might be strong enough to hydrogenate [Ni–P]¹ to [H–Ni–P]⁰, which can then be reduced to [H–Ni–P]⁻ and react with another proton to yield hydrogen (pathway B). This phenomenon has been reported by Nocera and co-workers previously reported. In addition, at a low acid concentration, we can observe another catalytic plateau after the catalytic current increased at the second reduction peak in Ni-3. In this situation, the [H–Ni–P]⁻ might be further reduced to [H–Ni–P]⁻ and then react with a proton to release H₂ and revert back to [Ni–P]⁻ (pathway C), as Savéant and co-workers previously reported.

Electronic structures of Ni-1 to Ni-4

To understand the effect of β-hydrogenation of porphyrins on the reactivity of Ni complexes, DFT calculations were carried out to optimize the electronic structures (see more computational details in the ESI†). The most stable forms of [Ni-1]⁰, [Ni-2]⁰ and [Ni-4]⁰ are saddle-shaped closed-shell singlets, and [Ni-3]⁰ is most stable in a flat closed-shell singlet, in accordance with the ¹H-NMR spectra and crystal structures. The one-electron reduced nickel complexes have the most stable doublet flat geometries with a Mulliken spin density (ρM) of approximately 1.0 on the Ni center, indicating a formal Ni(i) species. Interestingly, the two-electron reduced nickel complexes have different electronic structures as shown in Fig. 5. For [Ni-1]²⁻ and [Ni-3]²⁻, the flat triplet is lower in energy than the closed-shell bent singlet and two unpaired electron are localized on the porphyrin macrocycle. Small Mulliken spin densities (ρM) of 0.0026 and 0.36 were obtained for [Ni-1]²⁻ and [Ni-3]²⁻,
respectively (Tables S9 and S11†), suggesting a Ni(n) porphyrin diradical consistent with the above spectroelectrochemistry results. Additionally, the singly occupied molecular orbitals (SOMO) of [Ni-1]2− and [Ni-3]2− also showed that the electron density was almost located on the porphyrin β-periphery (Fig. 5a and c). However, Nocera and his coworker’s reported an analogue of [Ni-1]2− (meso-chlorine atoms were used to replace the meso-pentfluorophenyl substituents of nickel porphyrin in his work) which was a flat triplet species with a Mulliken spin density of almost 1 on the Ni center and almost 1 on the ligands.15 As shown in Fig. S34,† we find that a meso-substitutional group affects the calculation results. In addition, five different DFT functionals have been used (B3LYP, B3P86, BP86, BLYP and M06L) to confirm our results. The above indicated that using 6-31+G(d) as the basis set, LAN2DZ as the pseudo-potential and B3LYP as functional is reasonable.

In sharp contrast, the two-electron reduced [Ni-2]2− and [Ni-4]2− possess the most stable flat triplet with Mulliken spin densities on the nickel center of ρNi = 1.22 and 0.95 (Tables S10 and S12†), indicating that one unpaired electron is localized on the nickel center and another on the macrocycle. The calculated SOMOs of [Ni-2]2− and [Ni-4]2− also showed that one unpaired electron is localized on the σ*(dx−dy) orbital of the Ni center, and another is delocalized on the porphyrin, indicating a Ni(i) porphyrin radical (Fig. 5b and d).

DFT calculated formation of [Ni-1–H]- and [H–Ni-2]−

Since HER occurred at the second reduction peak experimentally, we further used the relative free energies to compare the formation and reactivity of the hydride intermediate from [Ni-1]2− and [Ni-2]2−, as shown in Fig. 6. Protonation of [Ni-1]2− by TFA was found to be thermodynamically downhill by 7.7 kcal mol−1 (Fig. 6a) but protonation of [Ni-1]− was thermodynamically uphill by 32.2 kcal mol−1 (Fig. S36†). Thus, starting from [Ni-1]2− is thermodynamically preferred, which is consistent with the experimental CVs in that the HER occurred at ca. −1.80 V. The resulting exothermic product, [Ni–H]−, was formed through a stretching vibration between the H and N transition state TS1 with an energy barrier of 18.5 kcal mol−1. To find the protonation intermediate, four protonation sites were tested: the meso-carbon (metallophlorin intermediate), the β-carbon, the pyrrolic nitrogen and the nickel center (metal hydride), and we chose the most thermodynamically favored pyrrolic nitrogen protonated one as the intermediate. In addition, for the pyrrolic nitrogen we could find a transition state (Fig. S35e†). The IRC path showed that the H-atom went through a stretching vibration and the porphyrin ring changed from being flat to ruffled. This phenomenon indicates that the protonation of [Ni-1]2− to [Ni-1–H]− occurred, since [Ni-1]2− is a flat triplet and [Ni-1–H]− is a bent singlet. Then [Ni-1–H]− could react with another TFA to release H2 exotermically by 22.3 kcal mol−1, regenerating the neutral [Ni-1]2−. For Ni-2, the protonations of [Ni-2]2− and [Ni-2]2− were both thermodynamically uphill by 29.5 and 4.8 kcal mol−1, respectively, and [Ni-2]2− was thermodynamically favourable (Fig. S37†). To find the protonation intermediate for Ni-2, the four protonation sites were also tested and the most thermodynamically favored metal hydride was chosen. We could also find a transition state (Fig. S35f†) and the IRC path showed that the generation of [H–Ni-2]− is through a transition state (TS2) with an energy barrier of 15.2 kcal mol−1, which is 3.3 kcal mol−1 lower than TS1. The reaction of [H–Ni-2]− with another proton was also exothermic by 31.9 kcal mol−1.

Interestingly, for [Ni-2]2−, the proton of TFA approaches the electron rich nickel center at a distance of 1.49 Å, positioned
obliquely to the pyrrolic nitrogen in the porphyrin ring, indicating a metal hydride-like intermediate [H–Ni-2]

However, in [Ni-1]2–, the proton bonds to the pyrrolic nitrogen and forms an N–H bond with a length of 1.02 Å. Further insight into the bonding characteristics of the proton adducts was gained from analysis of the Mulliken atomic charges of [Ni-1]– [0.397] and [H–Ni-2]– [−0.016] (Fig. S33†). This demonstrated that the hydrogen atom of [Ni-2–H]– is more electronegative than the hydride of [H–Ni-1]–, and might prefer to react with another TFA molecule via a heterolytic pathway.

Spectroelectrochemical TFA titration of [Ni-1]2– and [Ni-2]2–

To verify the reactivity of the two intermediates, [Ni-1]2– and [Ni-2]2–, we carried out redox titrations of the nickel complexes in acetonitrile solution using Co(Cp)*2 (Eox = ∼1.90 V vs. Fe3+/Fe2) as a chemical reductant. The one-electron oxidation potential of Co(Cp)*2 is lower than the two-electron reduction potential of Ni-1 and Ni-2. Thus, the addition of Co(Cp)*2 led to the formation of [Ni-1]2– or [Ni-2]2–, which is evidenced by the similarity of the UV-vis absorption spectra to those obtained via spectroelectrochemistry (Fig. S29 and S30†). The addition of excess TFA to the solution of [Ni-1]2– or [Ni-2–]2 resulted in fast conversion to Ni-1 or Ni-2 (Fig. 7a), accompanied by the formation of H2 bubbles. The overall two-step kinetics reaction mechanisms of H2 production are shown in Scheme 2 (pathway A). The first proton addition step might be very fast and the second step might be the rate-determining step.† As shown in Fig. 7a, [Ni-2]2– displayed much larger kobs (0.27 s−1) than [Ni-1]2– (6.2 × 10−3 s−1) (pseudo-first-order kinetic model), as exemplified in the presence of 100 equiv. of TFA at 10 °C. Secondary reaction kinetics constants k2s for [Ni-1]2– and [Ni-2]2– of 9.17 × 10−2 and 3.03 M−1 s−1, respectively, were obtained by linearly fitting kobs vs. TFA concentration (Fig. 7b). Similar enhancement of the titration reaction rates to electrocatalytic HER clearly demonstrated the importance of disrupted conjugation on the electronic structures and the reactivity of reduced Ni complexes, which is consistent with DFT calculation results.

Conclusion

Taken together, we demonstrated for the first time that β-hydrogenation of porphyrin is important for enhancing the HER reactivity using nickel porphyrinoids. Experimental and theoretical studies showed that β-hydrogenation significantly affects the electronic structures of the two-electron reduced Ni complexes and renders more electron density localized on the Ni center in [Ni-2]2– and [Ni-4]2– than [Ni-1]2– and [Ni-3]2–. Thus, as shown in Scheme 3, protonation of [Ni-2]2– leads to a typical metal hydride intermediate [H–Ni-2]2–, while [Ni-1]2– only affords a ligand centred hydride [Ni-1–H]–. [H–Ni-2]2– prefers to react with another proton via a quick heterolytic pathway as demonstrated by the time course results of reacting with TFA. This work also provides an opportunity to further design metal molecular catalysts with subtle structural ligand changes inspired by natural metal cofactors.

Experimental section

General procedures

Commercially available solvents were used after being purified by the MBraun SPS-800 Solvent Purification System. Deuterium solvents were stored with 4 Å molecular sieves. Manipulations of air and moisture sensitive materials were performed in a glove box in an atmosphere of argon. CH3CN and dimethylformamide were distilled and degassed before use. Tetra-n-butylammonium hexafluorophosphate (Bu4NPF6) was recrystallized from absolute ethanol. Other reagents were purchased from commercial suppliers and used without purification. UV-vis spectra were recorded on an Agilent 8453 UV-vis spectrometer equipped with an Agilent 89090A thermostat (±0.1 °C). ESI-MS were recorded on a Bruker APEX IV Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometer using electrospray ionization. 1H, 13C and 19F NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker-400 MHz NMR. All 1H NMR experiments were reported in δ units, parts per million (ppm), and all coupling constants were in Hz and measured relative to the
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signal for residual chloroform (7.26 ppm) in the deuterated solvent CDCl₃. For the ¹⁹F NMR spectra, CF₃COOH was used as an external reference at 0 ppm. Transmission electron microscopy was carried out using a JEM-2100F(JEOL). DLS measurements were made using a Laser Light Scattering Spectrometer (ALV/Laser Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH), which can detect particle sizes ranging from 1.0 nm to 1.0 μm. SEM and EDX were performed using a Hitachi S-4800 field emission scanning electron microscope at accelerating voltages of 5 and 15 kV, respectively. Elemental analyses were carried out on an Elementar Vario EL CUBE (Germany). Cyclic voltammetry experiments were recorded on a Shanghai Chenhua CHI660C electrochemical workstation. A glassy carbon electrode was selected as the working electrode, the auxiliary electrode was a platinum wire electrode and Ag/AgCl was the reference electrode. All samples were recorded in acetonitrile with 0.1 M [Bu₄N]PF₆ as the electrolyte, the scan rate was 0.1 V s⁻¹ and the E₁/₂ were calculated based on peak position for the internal standard FeCp₂ (E₁/₂ = 0.45 V vs. SCE).

Synthesis of free base porphyrinoids 1–4

**meso-Tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)porphyrin (1)**, **meso-tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)chlorin (2)**, **meso-tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)porpholactone (3)** and adjacent-hydorphorolactone (4) were synthesized according to the literature.^{46,17}

**Synthesis of Ni-1 to Ni-4**

**Typical procedure.** Porphyrin free base ligand (0.1 mmol) was refluxed with 30 equiv. of Ni(OAc)₂ (1 mmol, 180 mg) in acetonitrile under nitrogen for 6 hours. The solvent was removed by adding 100 equivalents of water and the residue was purified through a silica column.

**Ni-1.** Isolated yields were over 90%. Eluent: ethyl acetate : petroleum ether, 1 : 10. ¹H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl₃) δ = 8.29 (d, J = 4.9 Hz, 2H), 8.14 (s, 2H), 7.95 (d, J = 5.0 Hz, 2H), 3.93 (s, 4H). ¹³C NMR (377 MHz, CDCl₃) δ = −136.96 (m), −138.17 to −138.39 (m), −150.28 to −150.62 (m), −151.20 (q, J = 20.9 Hz), −160.27 to −160.87 (m), −161.37 (q, J = 22.1, 6.8 Hz). ¹⁹F NMR (377 MHz, CDCl₃) δ = −136.69 to −136.96 (m), −138.17 to −138.39 (m), −150.28 to −150.62 (m), −151.20 (q, J = 20.9 Hz), −160.27 to −160.87 (m), −161.37 (q, J = 22.1, 6.8 Hz). ¹³C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl₃) δ = 163.03 (s), 149.75 (s), 144.95 (s), 134.45 (s), 132.47 (d), 131.78 (s), 130.34 (s), 120.59 (s). ESI-MS m/z: calcd for C₄₄H₁₀F₂₀N₄NiO₂ 1048.95556, found 1048.95599. Anal. calcd for C₄₄H₁₀F₂₀N₄NiO₂: C, 51.25; H, 0.78; N, 5.33, found C, 48.96; H, 0.93; N, 5.20.

**Cyclic voltammetry**

Cyclic voltammetry was performed with a CHI 660C instrument. A glassy carbon (3 mm diameter) was used as the working electrode, a platinum filament as the counter electrode, and Ag/AgCl as the reference electrode. Solvents were purified by an MBraun SPS-800 Solvent Purification System. All samples were recorded in dichloromethane with 0.1 M [Bu₄N]PF₆ as the electrolyte. Unless otherwise noted, all potentials in this study were adjusted to the ferrocenium/ferrocene (Fc/Fc⁺) couple as an internal standard.

**Spectroelectrochemical studies**

Spectroelectrochemical measurements were carried out in a quartz cell with an optical path length of 1 cm. A platinum net, platinum filament and Ag/AgCl were used as the working electrode, counter electrode, and reference electrode, respectively. The sample solutions were deaerated with acetonitrile—hydrogen gas with a graduated gastight syringe. The spectra were recorded on an Agilent 8453 UV-vis spectrophotometer during electrolysis on a CHI 660C instrument.

**Controlled-voltage coulometry**

Bulk electrolysis was performed with a CHI 660C instrument with a glassy carbon (1 cm × 1 cm) as the working electrode. The reference electrode was an aqueous Ag/AgCl electrode, and the counter electrode was a platinum wire and 0.1 M [Bu₄N]PF₆ in CH₃CN solution. The volume of the electrolysis solution was 20 mL. The reference electrode was directly immersed in the solution to minimize ohmic drop. The gas phase in the head space was analyzed by GC with Ar as the carrier gas. A hydrogen calibration curve was obtained by filling a tube with pure hydrogen gas with a graduated gas tight syringe.
Chemistry titration

Acetonitrile solutions of Ni-1 or Ni-2 (1.6 \times 10^{-5} \text{ M}) and Co(Cp*)_{2} (9.3 \times 10^{-4} \text{ M}) were prepared in the glove box and stored in airtight cuvettes and vials respectively. The solutions of Ni-1 or Ni-2 and 25 \mu L Co(Cp*)_{2} (1 equivalent) were mixed and the UV-Vis spectra were recorded immediately after the mixing.

Computational details

All geometry optimizations calculations were performed using the density functional theory (DFT) functional B3LYP/6-31G+(d) as the basis set and LAN2DZ as the pseudopotential as implemented in the Gaussian 09 software. The solvent effect was considered in all geometry optimizations and property calculations using the conductor-like polarizable continuum model (CPCM). The energies were corrected by single point calculations using B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) as the basis set. For the absolute solvation free energy of the proton in acetonitrile, a value of −260.2 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) was used.\(^{29}\) The frequency calculations at the same level were carried out to confirm each stationary point to be either a minimum or transition state. Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) paths were calculated to connect each TS to the corresponding reactant and product.
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